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The shift to digital ID has not only widened the global reach of the connected universe and enabled access to technology from the emerging markets, it has also changed the way consumers interact with the entertainment industry. Consumers can now: Connect with friends and family anytime, anywhere. Shop more easily and with fewer restrictions. Easily change money or pay bills. Browse digital catalogs of movies, music, books, games and many other things. Create their own digital content
and share their stories. Stream live sports, news and entertainment. Use their mobile devices or the web to search for the best price. Consumers use a diverse range of digital ID tools to access their entertainment, including: Online ID. With online ID, consumers use their mobile device or PC to create and manage a digital identity, including any bookings, payments, warranties and communications; Mobile ID. With mobile ID, consumers access their digital identity using their cell phone, tablet, or
other mobile device; Portable digital ID. Using the same credentials or device, consumers can have multiple identities, including personal, business, travel and education, and can move them from device to device easily. The seamless nature of portable digital IDs helps to make people's lives easier by reducing the need for new user acquisition and supporting seamless access to consumers regardless of location or device; Identification tools. With identification tools, consumers use their mobile
devices and/or other consumer devices to take and share photos or videos to link their identity to their own personal data. Consumers can then apply and update their personal information and share it with others, such as a bank for their account details or a travel agency for their travel details; and Health insurance ID. Consumers can leverage their identity to access health plans, insurance, and more. They may use their mobile phone or other device to create their mobile ID, integrate it into

their health insurance, and connect to any insurance product they choose to access. For example, consumers may get the same level of access to their insurance policy as they would with traditional paper-based ID.
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The shift to digital ID has not only widened the global reach of the connected universe and
enabled access to technology from the emerging markets, it has also changed the way
consumers interact with the entertainment industry. Consumers can now: Connect with

friends and family anytime, anywhere. Shop more easily and with fewer restrictions. Easily
change money or pay bills. Browse digital catalogs of movies, music, books, games and
many other things. Create their own digital content and share their stories. Stream live

sports, news and entertainment. Use their mobile devices or the web to search for the best
price. Consumers use a diverse range of digital ID tools to access their entertainment,

including: Online ID. With online ID, consumers use their mobile device or PC to create and
manage a digital identity, including any bookings, payments, warranties and

communications; Mobile ID. With mobile ID, consumers access their digital identity using
their cell phone, tablet, or other mobile device; Portable digital ID. Using the same

credentials or device, consumers can have multiple identities, including personal, business,
travel and education, and can move them from device to device easily. The seamless

nature of portable digital IDs helps to make people's lives easier by reducing the need for
new user acquisition and supporting seamless access to consumers regardless of location

or device; Identification tools. With identification tools, consumers use their mobile devices
and/or other consumer devices to take and share photos or videos to link their identity to
their own personal data. Consumers can then apply and update their personal information

and share it with others, such as a bank for their account details or a travel agency for their
travel details; and Health insurance ID. Consumers can leverage their identity to access
health plans, insurance, and more. They may use their mobile phone or other device to

create their mobile ID, integrate it into their health insurance, and connect to any insurance
product they choose to access. For example, consumers may get the same level of access

to their insurance policy as they would with traditional paper-based ID. 5ec8ef588b
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